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Abstract. In the prevailing competitive environment, companies are facing 
tremendous market pressures to launch defect-free products in a timely manner. 
This challenge is compounded when a product runs into sustenance phase be-
cause complete regression runs need to be performed for each 
change/enhancement made in every build/release of the product-under-test. This 
paper discusses an architectural framework approach to address the above chal-
lenge, thereby aiming to make regression testing a simple, repeatable and auto-
mated exercise. The framework design encapsulates hierarchical test case man-
agement, multi-user support, product version maintenance, and automated test 
execution and result analysis to facilitate easy testing. The open architecture of 
the framework allows it to augment capabilities of some other testing tools by 
providing adapters to them, thus, eliminating the rigidity of use of a particular 
tool. The paper also draws a comparison of the architectural approach with 
other existing frameworks and presents a cost-benefit analysis of the suggested 
approach. 
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1 Background 

In the new economy, testers face the challenge of ensuring timely, defect-free product 
launches in the market. In this world of ever shortening internet times, minimal time-
to-market is the key for steering ahead of competition. The goal of achieving this 
difficult target puts a direct liability on the development and test cycle times of prod-
ucts-under-test. This is almost impossible without defining a streamlined process for 
testing and incorporating desirable automation levels at every stage. A common prob-
lem faced by most test managers is that of managing the test process itself, which is a 
unique challenge, requiring judgment, agility and organization. In spite of sizable 
investment in tools (for example, traffic generators, voice simulators, script genera-
tors) that aid in testing of the product-under-test, test managers still face the dilemma 
of managing testing using these disparate entities to achieve an optimal testing solu-
tion. Test management challenges include establishing a communication mechanism 
between these test tools, controlling test planning, test execution and test results from 
a central control point, tracking test cycles of multiple builds/releases of the product-
under-test, arranging tests in an organized manner so as to optimize on time as well as 
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hardware resources, automating execution of tests and much more. [1], [2]. Thus, 
while the investment in testing tools may appear as the apparent solution to the prob-
lem, it is an even bigger problem putting them to use effectively and preventing them 
from becoming shelfware.  

2 Challenges Faced in a Manual Testing Scenario 

A manual test system is a costly exercise in terms of time and effort. It is usually 
characterized by unmanaged testing, inconsistent result logging and inefficient defect-
management. Moreover, there is usually no provision for tracking test cycles of vari-
ous product versions which maybe undergoing testing simultaneously. In spite of 
dedicating a good-sized testing team for product testing, there is always the likelihood 
of defects left unnoticed in the shipped deliverable, which are later discovered and 
reported by the recipients of the deliverable. This situation is unwelcome for every 
product vendor, as defect detection after delivery not only has a direct impact on cost, 
it also implies vendor’s inability to contain defects. 

The need for a test management framework stems from the aforementioned prob-
lems that are associated with a manual-testing scenario. In the context of tele-
com/networking equipment, testing is an even more complex proposition because it 
involves setting up test benches and having a number of third-party test equipment in 
each test bench required to aid testing of different functions of the product-under-test 
and to simulate multiple test scenarios. This pre-test setup is followed by manually 
configuring the product-under-test as well as peripheral test equipment before running 
each test case. Finally, a test case is executed and the results as observed on the con-
sole are logged for reference. The complex nature of these tests makes their execution 
susceptible to errors arising due to either incorrect configuration of peripherals or 
incorrect test execution by testers who are likely to commit errors either due to inade-
quate domain knowledge or simple negligence. A mid-size system can have large 
number of possible test scenarios, which when tested manually take significant 
amount of time. 

Thus, having a managed test framework to control the test management tasks, inte-
grate the various testing tools and automate test execution resulting in better quality 
deliverables would make the test management process simple. 

3 Addressing the Most Cumbersome Stage of Testing 

Products go through multiple stages of testing in their lifetime from conception to 
release. Producing reliable systems requires a well-planned, comprehensive applica-
tion of several techniques throughout the development life cycle, collectively known 
as Verification and Validation [3]. The basic stages of testing include: 

- Unit Testing 
- Module Testing 
- Sub-system Integration Testing 
- System Testing 
- Regression Testing 
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Although it is desirable to have maximum possible automation at each stage of 
testing, it is also important to consider cost for introducing automation at every stage. 
Automation should be adopted at stages, which consumes most time and effort. This 
decision essentially depends on the type of product being developed. If a product is 
conceived with the aim of delivering it once and for all, with no liability for en-
hancements and maintenance support subsequent to release, then it would be intelli-
gent to invest in automation tools at the unit and integration system testing stages. 
However, if the product is being developed with the intention of providing sustained 
support to product recipients and periodic functionality addition thereafter, then the 
most obvious choice for automation would be the regression testing stage. 

Regression testing [4] stands for testing modified code under the same set of inputs 
used in previous tests. This way we can ensure that modifications in the code did not 
introduce new errors into the software and verify that modifications successfully 
eliminated existing errors. It involves executing a pre-defined battery of tests against 
successive builds of the product to verify that bugs are fixed and functions that were 
working in the previous build haven’t been broken. A more precise definition [5] 
terms regression testing as equivalency testing, that is, rerunning a suite of tests to 
assure that the current version behaves identically to the previous version except in 
such areas as are known to have been changed. Regression testing is an essential part 
of testing, but is very repetitive and can become tedious when manually executed 
build after build. Moreover, while running the entire regression test set manually, 
testers tend to be selective in test case execution due to stringent time constraints, 
again leaving scope for the final deliverable containing a few unnoticed defects. To 
further optimize the regression testing, a number of test selection techniques have 
been proposed by many. [6], [7], [8], [9]. 

A typical test scenario requires some basic essential steps for an automated black-
box testing exercise. These include: 

- Test Plan Building 
- Test and User Management 
- Test Scheduling and Automated Execution 
- Result Analysis and Logging 
- Report Generation 
- Defect Tracking 

An ideal test framework should encapsulate all these functions to automate the test 
management and execution tasks in an effective way. It should also implement a 
mechanism whereby all test cases of the test plan of the product-under-test can be 
classified and arranged in the most optimal manner to facilitate organized testing 
subsequently. Moreover, the framework should be able to store scripts and test 
parameters and use the appropriate scripts at the time of testing. 

4 An Open Framework Approach  

Keeping regression testing as the target for automation, this paper describes an open 
architectural framework for regression testing, which intends to address some of its 
bottlenecks and irritants. Though the framework specializes in automating the system 
(black box) testing of networking software, (such as that of devices like routers, 
switches, integrated access devices and others of similar nature), it is fairly generic in 
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nature and can be extended for the testing of other software as well. The framework 
eliminates manual intervention by mimicking the actions of a tester through its 
scripts. With this framework, the commands or instructions that a tester would other-
wise issue manually (for example, through a PC), come from a simulation of the key-
board rather than the keyboard itself. To validate the results of the test, the framework 
captures a portion of the terminal output, compares it to expected results, and then 
decides whether the test case succeeded or failed.  

Overview 

The salient features of the framework are discussed in this section. Essentially, it is 
designed to provide for black box testing of software (for example, networking soft-
ware), given the test plan of the product under test. It supports a multi-threaded, 
multi-user environment and is responsible for maintaining sessions with all the users 
who have logged on.  

It provides a GUI which captures all information related to regression tests such as 
test script parameters, hardware test bed(s)1, test plan for one or more builds/releases 
of the product, users of the system, test schemes2, etc. At the time of test execution, it 
allows (through its GUI) users to Start, Stop, Pause or Cancel the current execution of 
test cases at any given point of time. 

It also facilitates the test cases to be easily designed and organized in order to 
streamline the testing process by grouping optimally the functional features as well as 
hardware resources required for testing. This is achieved by introducing the concept 
of a dependency tree in the framework design. This feature gives the users the flexi-
bility to run any test case or a group of cases of their choice, and also serves to utilize 
the hardware resources optimally. At the end of a test execution run, a number of 
reports are generated for user reference. 

The framework has an interface with advanced automation scripts giving the user 
complete control over test execution and provides for quick, consistent, reliable and 
repeatable automated tests.  Simulating the presence of a “virtual” user, the scripts 
execute pre-defined streams of actions, and compare the output to valid states to de-
termine whether or not the test was successful. 

Framework Architecture and Components 

The framework comprises of two main components, namely: 

- Engine component 
- Script component 

The engine component is the test case manager and test script driver. It is the cen-
tral controlling entity that controls the concurrent execution of scripts on various test 
beds and handles multiple simultaneous sessions with testers who are using the 
framework for testing. The engine further has three sub-components, namely: 

                                                           
1  A group of equipment physically connected in a certain configuration, which is used to test a 

set of functional features of the product under test. 
2  Those sub-sections of the test plan of the system under test, for which the user wishes to run 

test cases at a particular instance. 
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- Engine client (GUI) 
- Engine server 
- Database repository 

The script component consists of intelligent scripts that actually simulate the pres-
ence of a user performing a device configuration followed by a test case execution. 
The scripts also have the ability to determine whether a test case has executed suc-
cessfully or failed. The scripts, after completion, return the result of the test case to 
the engine component which is responsible for logging the same in its database and 
reflecting the result on the GUI so that the tester is constantly updated with the latest 
status. 

The architecture of the framework is depicted in Fig.1. The various sub-
components of the engine are discussed in the ensuing sections. 

 

Fig. 1. Framework Architecture 

Engine Client (GUI). The engine client provides a convenient interface to the user 
for entering the data for storage into the framework and for viewing results of the test 
execution. There are a number of screens, which facilitate this data entry. The kind of 
information that has to be entered into the framework engine pertains to the re-
lease/build of the product-under-test, the details of equipment that constitute a test 
bed, the number of such test beds, the test plan tree of the product-under-test, test 
scripts and their expected parameters, etc. If required, more information can be added 
(such as additional test cases defined for a feature) or existing data updated (such as 
test scripts, script parameters, etc.) at a later time. Once all the information discussed 
above is registered with the framework, the users just need to define their individual 
test schemes and perform tasks such as Start Testing, Stop Testing, and Verify Test 
Setup for each run of the test cases. 
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Fig. 2. Task Flow of each Test Execution Request 

At the end of a test execution run, progress bars on the main screen give an at-a-
glance view of the percentage of the test cases that have succeeded/failed. Detailed 
results can also be viewed through the GUI itself. A ‘History’ screen is provided for 
the purpose of viewing results of any past execution. The results view of historical 
runs can be filtered by specifying sorting criteria. Summary reports of the test execu-
tion results can also be generated through the GUI.  

Engine Server. The interaction of the server with other entities, that is, client, data-
base repository and scripts is illustrated in Fig.1 and the task flow of each test execu-
tion request as processed by the server is represented in the flowchart in Fig.2. At all 
times, only one instance of the server runs and it allows multiple clients to connect to 
it concurrently. The server allocates a unique identifier to each test execution request 
from a client and tracks that request to completion maintaining this identifier as the 
key. While multiple clients can execute their schemes concurrently, the execution of 
test cases within a test scheme is sequential. The server is multi-threaded with a 
thread allocated to each script, and is responsible for launching the correct script and 
waiting (for a pre-defined finite time period) for it to return execution results. To 
maintain the integrity of each client’s test execution, the server ensures that each test 
execution occurs on a separate test bed so as to prevent interference. 
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Once a script reports its test execution result to the server, the server stores the re-
sult in the database, with the unique test execution identifier as the key. Java RMI is 
used for communication between client, server and scripts. Taking into consideration 
that all entities in the test bed need not necessarily support the same operating system, 
the framework has been developed in Java so as to provide platform independence 
and hence greater flexibility.  

Database Repository.  The framework uses a Relational Database as a repository for 
persistent storage of information (that is, products, test plans, test cases, scripts, pa-
rameters, test beds, test results). Most of this information is defined in a one-time data 
entry by the administrator through the GUI and can be reused for later executions. 
The framework currently provides support for Oracle 8i and MySQL [10] as the un-
derlying databases. 

Scripts. The scripts in the framework are primarily written in Expect/TCL, but it also 
has adapters to some other scripting languages such as Perl, Python, C, etc (Refer 
Fig.4). Expect [11] is a non-proprietary scripting language, which automates interac-
tive testing by imitating the manual test steps performed by an individual. With the 
use of Expect, it is possible to simulate a virtual user and perform actions that a user 
would carry out manually to conduct a test. The scripts in the framework are written 
based on the test case procedures in the system test plan of the product-under-test. 
This test plan is pre-defined by the testers and contains all possible test cases to test 
the various functional features of the product. The scripts are written in such as man-
ner so as to encapsulate the functionality defined by each test case. Thus, the scripts 
have the intelligence to implement the logic of each functional feature of the product-
under-test and of each test case within that feature. The engine controls the execution 
of the scripts in the correct order and handles the results returned by these scripts. 

In case the functionality of the product-under-test undergoes modifica-
tions/enhancements, it is likely to impact the test cases for that functionality. Since the 
scripts corresponding to the changed test cases in turn also get impacted, therefore, it 
is required to modify the existing scripts or add new scripts in order to reflect the 
changed functionality.  

The new scripts can easily be integrated into the framework engine and subse-
quently run in an automated fashion as part of the regression test suite for that prod-
uct. 

Hierarchical Test Case Management 

A key feature of the framework is the introduction of a dependency tree concept in its 
design for effective test case organization and management (Fig.3). The grouping of 
test cases is done with a two-fold objective: 

- To group test cases in functional clusters starting at the highest level functionality 
right down to the test case level, so as to facilitate testers to start testing from any 
intermediate node in the hierarchy and test all the test cases that lie below that 
node. 

- To group test cases in such a manner that the hardware resources are utilized opti-
mally and clusters are formed so that test cases using similar hardware configura-
tions are placed in the same group. This would reduce manual intervention to a 
minimum. 
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Fig. 3. Hierarchical Test Case Management 

The hierarchical test case management approach: 

- allows the association of multiple test cases/scenarios to a particular node. 
- allows the association of a particular node to a hardware setup. All cases lying 

below that node in the hierarchy will use the same hardware test setup. For exam-
ple, if we define a test bed setup at node “Data Features” (Fig.3.), then all branches 
of the tree lying below this node in the hierarchy would be able to be tested without 
altering the physical configuration of the defined test bed. 

- streamlines the functionality based on scenarios. 
- gives the user the ability to perform testing from a particular node/point. 
- covers all the test cases under that node. 
- bypasses all cases under a node, in case of failure at that node. 
- uses the existing structure of the test plan as a baseline, in case a new release is 

introduced. 
- allows testing of a new product, by reusing the entire tree of an existing product for 

the new product (provided the new product is similar in nature to the existing one 
and has the same test plan structure). 

5 Collaboration with Other Testing Tools 

With the growing need for automation, there is a wide spectrum of testing tools avail-
able in the market. One of the limitations of most of the testing tool from various 
vendors is the proprietary scripting language or APIs that come as a package with the 
tool and hence enforce the binding for a user to use it as it is. Our framework endeav-
ors to do away with this limitation by providing adapters to other tools and scripting 
languages, so that the strengths of both can be leveraged and synergized to provide an 
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optimal testing solution. The test case management capabilities of the framework can 
be integrated with an underlying proprietary or non-proprietary scripting tool, so as to 
benefit from the advantages provided by both. Envisaging this, adapters have been 
developed in the framework for integrating with underlying scripting languages such 
Expect, TCL, Perl, Python and 4Test (A proprietary scripting language of the Silk-
Test® Tool [12]). 

Moreover, since various tests can be automated best in a particular scripting lan-
guage, (for example, ‘4Test’ for a GUI automation; ‘Expect’ for Command Line 
Automation), the framework can interleave running of these scripts, by invoking the 
appropriate adapter at runtime. The above feature of collaboration with other tools is 
illustrated in Fig.4. 

 

Fig. 4. Collaboration with Testing Tools 

6 Framework Deployment 

A typical instance of the framework deployment is depicted in Fig.5, with reference to 
which, the step-wise explanation of how a test execution request is handled by the 
framework is discussed as follows: 
1. The user at the framework client PC chooses a test scheme (that is, test cases to be 

run in one cycle) from the framework GUI and triggers the testing by pressing the 
‘Start Testing’ button. 

2. Once the request reaches the framework engine server, the server extracts informa-
tion from the database pertaining to:   
- The hardware test bed on which the tests are to be run. (Note: Concurrent testing 

on more than one test bed is supported by the framework, so it is essential to de-
termine for which test bed a certain execution is targeted.) 

- The scripts corresponding to the test cases in the test scheme. 
- The correct parameters that are to be passed to each script for it to execute the 

intended functionality of each test case in the test scheme. 
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3. The framework engine server launches the scripts one by one from the script re-
pository in the correct order onto the hardware test bed. Since the framework is on 
the same LAN as the test bed, the scripts are able to communicate with all the 
equipment within the test bed. The scripts are launched in the order in which the 
test tree is defined in the test scheme. The execution commences with the execu-
tion of ‘verification’ scripts that poll requisite equipment in test bed to ensure their 
presence for subsequent testing. This is followed by running of ‘configuration’ 
scripts that execute the pre-condition to a test case by configuring all the equip-
ment in the test bed with the desired configuration parameter values. Finally, once 
the configuration is successful, the ‘test script’ is run. In case the configuration for 
a particular test case is not successful, then the framework bypasses the test case 
execution and moves onto the next one. 

4. Each script, after completing its execution, reports its result (success/failure), to the 
framework server. The success or failure result is also accompanied by a brief re-
mark regarding the reason of success/failure. 

5. The server logs these results into the database. Simultaneously, the result is up-
dated on the framework client GUI in the form of a progress bar for user reference. 

6. Once the entire test scheme has been executed, the same is conveyed to the user by 
a prompt on the GUI. The user can now choose to view or print the various sum-
mary reports, which provide details of the test execution results. The script failures 
can then be investigated and resolved by the user. 

Fig. 5. Framework Deployment Scenario 

7 Other Applications of the Framework  

Though in this paper, we have taken networking equipment testing as the test sce-
nario, the open architecture of the framework allows it to test a number of other appli-
cations and does not limit its ability to testing of networking equipment alone. We 
have deployed it for the testing of a certain operating system abstraction software, 
which provided abstraction to an embedded software developer from the details of 
any underlying real-time operating system. This operating system abstraction soft-
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ware [13] was required to be regression tested with each port to a different operating 
system in order to validate its functionality across various operating systems. The 
system test cases were to remain the same for regression runs across different operat-
ing systems and hence the test automation framework provided a befitting solution for 
the regression testing of the software. 

8 A Comparison with Other Frameworks 

The framework under discussion is comparable to some of the others available in the 
market, intending to do similar tasks. Some such equivalent frameworks include 
TestDirector from Mercury Interactive [14], STAF (Software Test Automation 
Framework) [14] and TelcordiaTM Mynah System [16]. 

A brief parallel with each of these is drawn in the following discussion: 

TestDirector 

TestDirector is Mercury Interactive’s software test management tool. TestDirector 
helps organize and manage various phases of the software testing process, including 
planning tests, executing tests, and tracking defects. TestDirector is Windows-based 
and helps create a framework, which acts as a foundation for a testing workflow. 

If a parallel is drawn between our framework and TestDirector, it will be observed 
that they both perform a number of similar tasks, but in a different manner. These 
include management of test plans and test cases for each product, supporting auto-
mated test execution (local or remote) with the help of an underlying scripting lan-
guage/tool, result logging and report generation for a test set executed, and multi-user 
support. 

TestDirector has additional components like Version Control Manager (for con-
figuration management of test scripts), Defect Tracker (for logging, assigning, fixing 
and tracking defects to closure), Test Plan import facility (for directly importing test 
plans from a word document or an Excel spreadsheet), reordering facility (for rear-
ranging test cases before execution), integrated support for WinRunner, [17] (script 
generation tool from Mercury Interactive, which has its proprietary scripting lan-
guage-TSL) and third-party tool integration facility through its Visual API.  

Our framework has differentiating features like an intelligent test plan tree (for hi-
erarchical management of test plans based on product functionality), facility for speci-
fication of configuration and test parameters (which are stored persistently for subse-
quent regression runs), platform independence (as it works on Windows as well as 
Linux platforms), and facility to run interleaved tests through different underlying 
scripting languages. Our framework is focused on the test process of network equip-
ment as against TestDirector, which is a general framework for any enterprise 
application software testing. 

STAF 

The Software Testing Automation Framework (STAF) is a framework designed to 
improve the level of reuse and automation in test cases and test environments. The 
goal of STAF is to provide a complete end-to-end automation solution for testers. 
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This framework is open source, and is available under GNU license. STAF can run 
locally or remotely, provided STAF is installed on the machine. It operates in a peer-
to-peer environment; in other words, there is no client-server hierarchy among ma-
chines running STAF. A number of processes can be launched simultaneously pro-
vided an equal number of resources are available for STAF to be able to handle their 
concurrent execution. Back-end applications can be developed in Java, C, C++, 
REXX, Perl and TCL. 

When a parallel was drawn between STAF and our framework, it was observed 
that both support console environment, both have a Java client (for specification of 
test data and triggering execution) which can work across platforms, both support a 
multi-user environment, amongst other features. 

What STAF does not apparently have is a persistent data storage repository, a re-
port generation facility and managed testing of test scenarios. 

All in all, the STAF framework exhibits a lot of resemblance to our framework as 
is evident from the comparison drawn above and can be considered as its subset as far 
as its features and capabilities are concerned. 

MYNAH 

The MYNAH System provides a fast and reliable way to leverage data stored in leg-
acy systems by using scripts to automate functions. It performs the data-intensive 
work that traditionally required manual intervention. The MYNAH System can be 
used for: 

- Data reconciliation 
- High-volume data entry 
- Database and system conversions 
- Proactive system monitoring 
- Rapid application development 
- Software testing 

Like our framework, the MYNAH System supports TCL scripts at the backend for 
automation of test cases. It also provides a Graphical User Interface, through which: 

- Test scripts can be captured using the automated script builder (which allows 
scripts to be recorded).  

- Test scripts can be modified and enhanced using TCL language package com-
mands. 

- Test results can be processed using test management features. 

MYNAH System can also be customized for specific testing requirements and ap-
parently supports Unix platform. 

9 Return on Investment  

In order to arrive at the return on investment achievable with the use of this frame-
work, a pilot was performed to automate the regression test process of an integrated 
access device (IAD). This device under test integrated voice, data, video and Internet 
services on up to two broadband connections over TDM and Frame Relay or DSL or 
ATM. It combined a channel bank, CSU/DSU, IP router, DHCP server, and firewall 
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in one small footprint. In order to test its features in a black box environment, a num-
ber of support equipment such as CSU/DSU, DAC, Router, Abacus (third-party tool 
for voice generation), and PCs were required to be present in the test bed. Various 
parameters of these support equipment were required to be configured with different 
values before actually running individual test cases.  A sample of 15 data features of 
varying complexity was picked for the purpose of the pilot automation. The features 
of the device that were tested are illustrated in the functional hierarchy in Figure 3. 

These were first executed manually to estimate the time taken for one regression 
test run without any automation aid. These were then organized in a functional hierar-
chy and automated by writing scripts. They were then integrated into the framework 
and executed in an automated fashion. The exercise claimed an investment of 3 
months, but the benefits derived from it subsequently made it a worthwhile activity. 
The summary of the manual vs. automated tally obtained at the end of the pilot is 
presented in the following table. 

Table 1. Manual vs. Automated Execution Results 

No. of Test 
Cases in Scope 

Manual Automated 

 Execution 
Time 
(hh:mm) 

Elapse Days Execution 
Time 
(hh:mm) 

Elapse Days 

15 data features 
consisting of 
125 test cases 

70 hours 45 
min. 

9 days 16 hours 30 
min. 

1 day  
(unattended) 

T
SE

 = [(Time
manual  

 - Time 
automated

)/ Time
manual

]* 100 = 76.6% 
T

SD
 = [(Elapse

manual  
 - Elapse 

automated
) / Elapse

manual
]* 100 = 89% 

where: 
T

SE
 = Time saving in terms of execution time 

T
SD

 = Time saving in terms of elapse days 

10 Conclusion 

In today’s environment of plummeting cycle times, test automation has become an 
increasingly critical and strategic necessity. It should be adopted as an integral part of 
the test cycle because few investment opportunities offer a more tangible or reliable 
return on investment than test automation. A number of frameworks have been con-
ceived with the intention of facilitating test automation at various testing stages. [18], 
[19], [20], [21]. The previous sections discuss one such framework which attempts to 
alleviate testers from the tedious task of manual testing. 

The framework has been put to test in a real test environment and has proved to be 
extremely cost-effective in cutting down the test cycle time, as well as meeting other 
objectives of test automation. 

Future challenges lie in enhancing its capabilities to cater to a wider segment of 
applications/systems to test. In its current state, it can help in the functional/regression 
test automation of networking equipment, thereby aiding networking equipment ven-
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dors in making their test process efficient and easy. Moreover, it can be integrated 
with some of the other testing tools available in the market.  

The usage of the framework for testing more general applications, where a request-
response mechanism through a CLI is used to test the application, is being looked at. 
The framework in such cases would be used to store and manage the test cases, exe-
cute the automation scripts in the correct sequence and generate summary reports. 
Another value addition that is being planned is the building of ready-made test suites 
for the conformance testing of various protocols. 
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